Your Institution has been awarded the status of ‘algemeen nut beogende instelling’ (ANBI), a public benefit organisation, from the 1st January, 2014.

You submitted a request to gain the status of a public benefit organisation and based on the information provided by you I can determine that your institution is applicable for the status of public benefit organisation (ANBI).

This decision is valid indefinitely. We can check at a later date to ensure that your institution still complies with the conditions required for this status.

If there are changes that may influence your status as a public benefit organisation these changes must be disclosed in writing to the Public Benefit Organisation Team (ANBI – Team.)

The Inspector of the Dutch Tax Office in ’s-Hertogenbosch
De Inspecteur van Belastingdienst Kantoor’s – Hertogenbosch

Bebastingdienst
Kantoor’s – Hertogenbosch
ANBI Team
Postbus 90056
5600 PJ Eindhoven
The Netherlands